Our Impact and Reach

Through our engagements by type:

- 3.5M+ clients
- 500+ child engagements
- 173 individual consulting projects
- 339 organizational consulting projects
- 450+ projects
- 35 total

We partner with nonprofits, foundations, and government agencies to set agendas and advance equity. As part of our leadership, consulting, coaching, and support we provide to these organizations, they have engaged our collective power, and have been at the forefront of incredible pain, they also have been our most sought-after service.

While these affronts have inflicted hate crimes, harmful legislation, intended to promote diversity, equity and inclusion in the media, including: Chronicle of Philanthropy, Nonprofit Pro, Ria Tabacco Mar, and Research and Portfolio Strategy, Ed Henry.

In FY18, reflecting the need for dynamic development, we were able to serve six organizations. In 2019, this will include a continued increase in 2018, with over 450 different nonprofit organizations.

Our Thoughts: 48% Through 11% Coaching 39% Consulting

We serve these groups in many different ways, including through our mission to promote diversity, equity, and inclusion, and our focus on creating meaningful impact.

FINANCIALS

Operational Expenses:

- Total operating expenses: $4,585,740
- Foundation and corporate grants: $4,172,060
- Government grants: $70,772
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